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CULTURE, TOURISM, EUROPE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SCOTLAND’S CULTURE 
AND TOURISM SECTORS 

SUBMISSION FROM TERN TELEVISION 

Tern Television is one of the larger TV production companies in Scotland and triple 
BAFTA award winning.  We have offices in Glasgow and Aberdeen, and a branch in 
Belfast making us the largest dual-Nation TV company in the UK.  Tern makes 
content for BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Four, BBC Scotland, Channel 4, Channel 5, 
National Geographic, Discovery and Netflix.  We have recently expanded our offices 
in Glasgow where we have until recently employed seventy research, development, 
technical and management production personnel, with further employment created 
‘in the field’ filming.  Tern is committed to growing our own and the sector’s business 
and being part of the process of developing sustainable production infrastructure in 
here in order that Scotland may be consistently better represented on screen, 
nationally and internationally.  We are also engaged on expanding our bank of IP in 
order to sell our UK programmes around the world and are represented by the 
agency, ICM, in Los Angeles for international format sales.  
 
Covid has been devastating.  Our sixth and seventh series of hit C4 show 
Emergency Helicopter Medics has had to cease filming.  Also, having to cease are 
the fifth series of Great British Masterpieces for BBC FOUR, the hit brand on BBC 
ONE Scotland and BBC TWO Paul Murton’s Grand Tours and new commission the 
ten-part Extreme Face Fixer for UKTV. Many staff have been furloughed and those 
who are not have taken pay cuts.  But… we have been successful in selling and 
producing during lockdown.  BBC Scotland commissioned The People’s News: Virus 
Diaries as a six-part series on BBC ONE and BBC Scotland to reflect and provide 
topical and historical data on life under lockdown, and this successful format has 
also been commissioned in Northern Ireland and is currently being made out of 
Tern’s Belfast office. Beechgrove Garden has continued almost as normal, with 
presenters’ partners and spouses filming in their own gardens, and audiences have 
been huge: half a million on Sunday mornings on BBC Two network making it one of 
the top 5 UK programmes on the channel. In Scotland it is consistently one of the 
Nation’s best performing TV shows on BBC Scotland. 
 
Our main aim has been to keep the pipeline of development going, development 
being the engine room of every creative company, so that we can win production to 
deliver as restrictions ease.  We know the market will be even tougher, as budgets 
are being cut, ad spend is down and postponed projects will be competing for space 
with projects we are now pitching.  Screen Scotland has very quickly offered well 
targeted support which has enabled us to increase the investment in development. 
Screen has also very quickly introduced schemes to support unemployed freelance 
production people.  This is crucial.  They are our lifeblood.  If Covid persuades them 
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to abandon TV as a career we will be set back years in terms of persuading 
Broadcasters’ that we have the resources to deliver.  
 
We anticipate a significant downturn in turnover and will be near breakeven.  But our 
prudence over several decades in ensuring we have reserves should make it more 
likely that we will survive. Therefore, the initiatives that Screen have recently 
launched and their new management team, that are in our opinion the best in over 
20 years, and the good relationship they have started to re-forge with the creative 
broadcast sector are critical to all our successes in the future. 
 
Harry Bell 
Managing Director 


